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Abstract
Changes in the technical and vocational education system are seen as demanding and require teachers who are truly competent to engage in teaching and learning including practical at the workshop. Teachers who fulfill the competence components will certainly be able to perform their duties and responsibilities well and excel. This is to ensure the teachers can produce human capital who really have high skills and knowledge to meet the needs of the job market in the relevant industry. This paper discusses three elements of teacher’s competency in the teaching of Furniture Manufacturing Practices (FMP) for the Malaysia Skills Certificate (MSC) which are excellent skill, knowledge and attitude. In addition, teachers’ competence issues in FMP teaching are also being addressed. The Iceberg Competency Model is used as a reference to determine the characteristics and level of competency of FMP practitioners. This discussion is based on relevant sources of scientific references and past studies.
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Introduction
Competence refers to the knowledge, skills and attitudes or personal values needed to perform a task and responsibility in accordance with specifications and requirement (Siraj & Ibrahim, 2012). In addition, competence also means "profiency competence, skillful and skill" (Daud, 2003). These three components or elements that are often dealt with by researchers to describe the characteristics of competencies that must be owned by the person who assumed the duties of teachers.
A teacher who meets the competency course will carry out duties and responsibilities of the position held with dedication, effort and earnest without characterized as described in the Malay proverb, “like a chisel with a hammer”. This can be seen by the evidence shown the improved performance in carrying out their duties at all times. The level of competence of teachers internship Furniture Manufacturing Practices (FMP) effort means the ability of teachers to deliver lesson content involving major component of competence that is knowledgeable in the area of skills involved, skilled explaining and demonstrating and displaying a good attitude and determination in dealing with teaching practice FMP in the workshop. This includes things before, during and after the practical sessions FMP executed.

Teachers who meet the competence indispensable component in FMP lessons because the teacher is certainly able to deliver hands-on science and attract students to participate in hands-on teaching sessions that have been planned. The situation is very important because it will be able to unearth the latent skills in students. Additionally, it will reduce student participation in unhealthy activities such as skipping classes and truancy because they are not interested in academic subjects that are required for them to follow him (Cachia, Ferrari & Ala-Mutka, 2010). In conclusion, highly competent teachers will certainly be able to produce skilled human capital, knowledge and attitudes that are superior and competitive at the global level in the field of vocational education.

Concept of Teacher Competency
Other terms for competence are generic skills, basic skills, key skills and personal skills that pertain to the knowledge, skills and attitudes that form the basis of a task or work performance across all areas of responsibility (Rylatt, & Lohan, 1995). Competence is also a combination of knowledge, ability and experience that allows individuals to perform a task perfectly. The ability of a person to show a system that is related to the function in achieving performance goals also known as competencies (Boyatzis, 1982). The term competence is often called as a group of related knowledge skills and attitudes that affect one's duties, closely related to job performance and measured in accordance with certain standards.

The three main things that need to be considered in determining the learning outcomes to be achieved by students are knowledge (cognitive), skills (psychomotor domain) and attitude (affective domain). Indirectly, the competencies achieved and acquired by a group of students also reflect the level of competence of teachers who teach them. The components contain in an assessment of competence are knowledge, attitudes and skills (Carraciao, & Englander, 2004). This theory is also supported by the state Bloom's Taxonomy competencies that are categorized in three groups: cognitive, affective domain and psychomotor domain (Bloom, 1956). Iceberg's model said knowledge and skills developed and more easily identified than personality attitude which is difficult to be identified, modified and molded (Mestry, & Grobler, 2004). However, the attitude of personality is the most important factor and should be taken into account before determining the level of competence of a teacher than having the knowledge and skills needed in options education.

Based on the definition and Competency Model "Iceberg", it can be concluded that teacher competence in teaching practice is a combination of knowledge, skills and attitudes in carrying out the practice of teaching practice effectively. The concept paper refers to all three of these components as teacher competence that affect practice practical lessons during the workshop.
Elements of Competency

Table 1 Elements of Competency According to A Few Studies Ago

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>Hint:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zaiha Nabila (2014)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saedah Siraj (2012)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azizi &amp; Fadhлина (2010)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Attitude / Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinnott, Madison dan Pataki (2002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>Motive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasury Board of Canada (1999)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hay McBer (1996)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer &amp; Spencer (1993)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyatzis (1982)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The images of themselves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Expertise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the breakdown of the elements of competence have been described by some researchers as the main features of competence. There are ten elements of competence which have been listed by nine researchers chosen. Ten elements of competence outlined by researchers are the knowledge, skills, attitudes, motives, traits, self-concept, self-worth, self-image, capabilities and expertise. Overall, most of the researchers said the main element of competence comprises of three components, namely knowledge, skills and attitudes. All three of these elements cannot be separated as to form teachers who really have a high level of competence to engage in education. Five researchers stated clearly that the elements of knowledge, skills and attitude are what determine an individual's level of competence at the level of either high, medium or low. They classify constructs motives, traits, self-worth, self-concept and self-image as a small fraction of elements attitude. Only Sinnott, Madison and Pataki (2002) stating that the element belongs capabilities and expertise as well as elements of competence than knowledge.

However, this competence element selection may also depend, as appropriate to the type of work involved researchers in the country. As for the teaching profession in Malaysia, has underlined that the elements of competence comprises knowledge, skills and personal characteristics (attitude) as contained in the Teacher Competency Standards Malaysia (Siraj & Ibrahim, 2012). The concept paper will only discuss three elements of competence dealt with by the majority of researchers of knowledge, skills and attitudes to provide a clearer picture. Here discussed three elements:

Knowledge
Knowledge can be acquired by a teacher through reading books or reference materials on the internet site either in the form of text, image, video and so on. Knowledge is usually a form of words or statements. It is the awareness, information or understanding of the facts, rules, principles,
concepts or processes necessary to perform a task and work (Hoge, Tondora & Marrelli, 2005). General knowledge acquired through formal education, "on the job training" and experience. Knowledge can be broken down into general knowledge and knowledge of the discipline (Evers, Rush & Berdrow, 1998). Knowledge is a fundamental problem that needs to be there in person teacher to implement teaching and learning, including practical FMP. Normally, knowledge, and there is a teacher in the form of theories. Science will increase from day to day if a teacher strives hardly to further improve the level of knowledge in himself. Aspects of knowledge that must be possessed by the teacher hands-FMP which is to understand the content of the lesson, learn the process of delivering educational, pedagogical and professional knowledge in the field of education.

If a teacher hands-FMP has a high theoretical knowledge but he is not skilled to treat its associates or those with elements of skill, it is a problem that must be corrected immediately. In other words if a teacher hands-FMP has only science but it is not adapted so it cannot be displayed in the form of practical internship. This led the students to feel tired every day if they just learn in theory in the field of FMP without being followed by practical sessions in the workshop. This of course cause them to look forward to learn and use machines and equipment available in the workshop to build or produce furniture with their own hands that can be used as guest knowledge and skills themselves.

Skill
Proficiency skill element is seen more geared to practical practice that will be on display from the knowledge that exists within a practical teacher FMP. A variety of skills that should be possessed by a teacher hands-FMP, which include skills teaching methods practical skills in using tools and machines practical skills of practical work and skills of using teaching aids during the practical sessions FMP done by students (Harun, 2014).

Practical teaching sessions in the workshop of course will be bland and dreary if a teacher does not have a hands-FMP high level of skill as he is unable to devote science skills at the proper level related hands-FMP to his students. It will simultaneously cause the pupils do not get proper supply of skills to bring to the stage of higher learning in the future. In addition, students may also be taught with methods or steps that do not work perfectly, insecurity and wrong. The security aspect must be emphasized by teachers hands-on practical sessions FMP along either inside or outside the workshop (Boon & Ahmad, 2012).

Attitude
The attitude reflects an attitude of temperament and behaviour. According to Mohamed (2001), the behaviour is something that is always carried by an individual consciously or not. According to him, in the context of teaching and learning, attitude will be the main yardstick for determining whether the individual has been learning something new which is either positive or negative things. Attitudes can be formed, built and transformed through a process of effective teaching but it is a step that is difficult and requires a strong inner spirit and determination.

This is supported by Ariffin (2005), which states that there are two factors that influence the attitudes of internal and external factors. Internal factors refer to the passion and enthusiasm of someone who has close links to gender, ethnicity, financial resources and so on. While external
factors also involve environmental conditions such as school facilities, workshop facilities, the categories of students, community support and so on.

According Marsom (2005), there are three components, namely behavioural attitudes, feelings and views but these components are difficult to distinguish from each other. According to him, the feeling can be changed from an excited state to a state that is not pleasant as grief and distress. Component behaviour is limited to behaviour favourable to harmful behaviour. While the component views or thoughts can change from thinking thoughts that are beneficial to non-beneficial. Through attitude, humans can learn a variety of new knowledge to improve self-esteem and self-potential.

Baron (2008), also said that the three main components of the attitudes are cognitive, affective and behavioural. Cognitive is the individual opinion on something that involves the process of thinking, rationality, logical and confidence. This is supported by Mahmood Nazar Mohamed (2001), which describes the cognitive is an intellectual process that involves mental processes such as thinking, speaking, store information in memory and reuse the stored information to solve a problem when necessary

**Competency Model**
Competency model has been widely introduced by the character and competence of experts to explain more clearer related to the purposes, characteristics and components of competence in accordance with their respective studies. Two models of competence as a reference in this concept paper are:

A) **Working Competency Model Kanfer & Ruth**

![Working Competency Model Kanfer & Ruth (2005)](image)

A competent workers affected by two main factors affecting the work of cognitive competence (cognitive abilities) and personality (personality). Cognitive abilities composed of intellectual (knowledge), experience, the efficacy and training (skills) while personality is divided into motivation and orientation consistently in the act (attitude). The personality of each individual is different and it will indirectly affect cognitive abilities factor in determining a person’s job competence (Kanfer & Ruth, 2005).
B) Iceberg Competency Model

Iceberg Competency Model has been introduced by Spencer & Spencer in 1993. Then it has been modified by Hay McBer in 1996 describing their skills and knowledge can often be obtained through training courses and may be associated with academic qualifications. While personal characteristics are characteristics present in an individual. Development of the personal characteristics of the worker is more challenging, and special emphasis should be given to achieve the desired success through training and personal development.

Based on Figure 2, competence is described as an ice cube or "iceberg" that is in the sea (Mohd Salim & Jamalul Lail, 2016). Components of knowledge and skills is at the end of the iceberg is above the water level that is raised and can be seen with the naked eye. Both of these components are required to perform the duties and responsibilities as a teacher teaching practical FMP. While the components of personal attitude is also depicted below the water level that is hidden, difficult to identify, difficult to measure, difficult to change. However, the attitude is more important component for determining the competence and excellence of a teacher than practical FMP component knowledge and skills.
Teacher Competency Framework Study Concept Furniture Manufacturing Practice

Figure 3 is a conceptual framework that describes the study of the relationship between subject teachers FMP with three components, namely competency components of knowledge, skills and attitude component parts. Components include teaching practical knowledge, learning objectives, content of learning and self-assessment of knowledge. For skills component consists of skill tools, machine tools and teaching, maintenance of machines and the teaching methods used by teachers. While the components of interest include teachers’ attitudes towards teaching practice, teachers’ appearance shown during the teaching and learning, teachers' responsibility as educators and teachers’ confidence in teaching practice in the workshop.

**Issues of Competence of Teachers in Teaching Practical Fmp**

Official report from the World Bank and UNESCO-UNEVOC found teachers vocational training in developing countries, particularly in the South Asian region often does not meet the requirements of the working world that is facing a shortage of pedagogical skills to transfer knowledge and skills they have to disciples (Faridah et al., 2014). This is because there are some teachers who do not have the knowledge and skills that are in line with current developments in the industrialized world. There is a problem of competence among teachers hands-FMP include:

**A) Knowledge Teachers Are Owned Limited**

Every teacher should prepare themselves in advance with all the knowledge and skills related to preparation before engaging in Vocational Technical Education Program (Jamil & Yahya, 2009). This is because the science related subjects adequate regulation is needed to become a vocational teacher. It includes practical knowledge of teaching, learning objectives, contents of learning and self-assessment of knowledge. Teachers who can educate and creative in delivering course content will make it easier for students to understand the concept or skill of a lesson, while teachers who otherwise are less competent teachers to teach students (Bakar, 2011).
Knowledge and skills are lacking on the use of machine and engine maintenance work resulted in the learning process becomes less efficient and systematic. In addition to teaching and learning, management skills workshops also need to be considered by teachers to ensure the perfection of practical education (Minhat & Hisyam, 2012). Low competence levels of teachers who would have posed a problem to students who attend hands-on learning sessions FMP in the shop.

B) Lack of Conduct Practical Skills
Teachers lack the skills to oversee the practical FMP will face practical problems to handle with care. If teachers cannot control well the practical sessions students will have a problem because they cannot learn the skills based on modules that have been set by the Curriculum Development Division (CDD) perfectly. Aspects of the skills that must be possessed by teachers teaching practical skills FMP is made up of the use of hand tools, mechanization and teaching equipment, machine maintenance and teaching methods suitable for practical use by teachers involved. Oriented teaching internship in the workshop or laboratory skills teachers need to ensure that the maximum science skills that served really good quality and conform to standard practice (Bakar, Hamzah & Udin, 2011).

It’s very different to teaching academic subjects in theory only be implemented in the classroom. During practical lessons FMP, teachers need to be together in the workshop for students demonstrating and monitoring the movements and workings of the students using the machines and equipment in order to protect and ensure the safety of students. Reproof and correction must be carried out immediately if there are students who make mistakes in work steps and methods of use of tools and machinery. Teachers are less or medium level skills will be faced with a conflict to handle practical sessions PP with good, orderly and safe.

C) Negative Attitude of The Teacher
Personal negative aspects embedded in a person will also become a stumbling block to a teacher to achieve excellence in the teaching profession. This is because there is one teacher who has the knowledge and skills but weak in terms of value (attitude). According to a study conducted by Osman (2014) found that the level of competence of female teachers in Perak State Vocational College in handling practical aspects of knowledge and skills are in the medium level but aspects of attitude is in low level. This is a situation that must be dealt with promptly by all parties concerned either by the ministry, the administration nor the teachers as. If allowed to persist such things happen then it will certainly have an adverse impact on all parties, particularly to their pupils.

In addition, when a teacher is unable to control and workshop management duties properly then there will be problems such as equipment and machinery in the workshop will be quickly damaged by poorly maintained or not according to the scheduled maintenance. The costs of machinery and equipment will also be increased when these problems occur because of the damage is likely to be small initially spread to worse (Ali et. al, 1996). This will cause the tool cannot be used and is not enough to be used by students to do practical work. Most likely to occur accidents will also increase when the machine is not maintained properly by limitation period of time determined by its manufacturer. This of course would pose a danger to students and teachers in particular, itself generally. It is the negative attitude that must be eradicated from existence within a teacher who handle practical FMP. Bad attitude will be observed indirectly but may be followed by students in one
day. It is the negative attitude that must be eradicated from existence within a teacher who handle practical FMP. Bad attitude will be observed indirectly but may be followed by students in one day. It is the negative attitude that must be eradicated from existence within a teacher who handle practical FMP. Bad attitude will be observed indirectly but may be followed by students in one day.

**Conclusion**

Teachers’ competent in carrying out their teaching practical subjects regulation is urgently needed to meet the National Education Philosophy (NEP) who wants to pupils integrated in selected developed produce a balanced and harmonious. The technical and vocational teachers nowadays need to equip themselves with the skills to cope with globalization in education. The government has taken various initiatives to improve the skills and knowledge of teachers through teacher training programs introduced. It aims to realize the National Educational Goals and Vision 2020 to make teachers always excelled in the teaching profession.

However, the business is highly dependent on the actions of teachers practical initiatives FMP myself that equip themselves with knowledge and skills in line with the demands of professional colleges in addition to inculcate and admirable character. As an educator who is responsible, teachers involved must be aware of the duties and responsibilities of educating the current generation of adults will be useful in the future to religion, race and country.
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